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Significant development funding flows to informational interventions intended to improve public services. Such “transparency fixes” often depend on the cooperation of frontline workers who produce or disseminate information for citizens. This article examines frontline worker compliance with a transparency intervention in Bangalore’s water sector. Why did compliance vary across neighborhoods, and why did workers exhibit modest rates of compliance overall? Drawing on ethnographic observation and an original data set, this article finds that variation in workers’ family responsibilities and financial circumstances largely explains variation in compliance with the intervention. Furthermore, workers often prioritize long-standing responsibilities over new tasks seen as add-ons, leading to modest rates of compliance overall. Perceptions of “core” jobs can be sticky—especially when reaffirmed through interactions with citizens. This article represents one of the first multimethod companions to a field experiment, and illustrates how the analysis of qualitative and observational data can contribute to impact evaluation.

1 | INTRODUCTION

More information for lay citizens, cheaply provided and easily accessed, is at the heart of global efforts to “make services work for poor people” (World Bank, 2004). The underlying assumption is that transparency improves citizens’ experience with service delivery; information about services positions citizens to make better use of them. In addition, citizens armed with information about service provider performance are better placed to press for improvements and to demand accountability. Improved transparency, in other words, promotes a virtuous cycle leading to improved service delivery. Development institutions, telecommunications companies, and national governments have channeled significant funding into informational interventions to improve the
quality of public services. A growing body of scholarship in public administration, development economics, political science, and development studies now evaluates the efficacy of such policies (Lieberman, Posner, & Tsai, 2014; Pande, 2011). This article is part of an impact evaluation of an informational intervention in Bangalore’s water sector.

“Transparency fixes” to long-standing problems with service delivery often hinge upon the cooperation of human intermediaries who ultimately supply information to citizens. This is particularly the case in low- and middle-income countries where automated information production and dissemination are not common. For instance, some utilities can afford the technologies to monitor water flows and consumption, and to compile and publish information on these. Others, however, do not possess reliable information on the water they distribute and how much is consumed versus lost in transit. In these situations, utility workers have to manually spot-check flow and pressure along the piped network, and turn in log books to their superiors. Even interventions with information and communications technologies at their center, such as government-subsidized computer kiosks or cell-phone-based price retrieval programs, have human intermediaries connecting the “last mile.”

Frontline workers in public services are frequently the weak link in the information delivery chain. Researchers and journalists have reported on the reluctance of frontline workers to accept information collection and dissemination reforms, for example, in the utilities, transport, and banking sectors, because such reforms threaten low-level jobs or cut down opportunities for graft. In some cases, implementing informational reforms have been too time consuming or costly for frontline workers. In other instances, workers have been enthusiastic and entrepreneurial, acting as a liaison between citizens and the state, or actively promoting health and educational reforms.

Our article focuses explicitly on this theme: We examine why frontline workers do not comply with orders to provide information for transparency initiatives, even when doing so would require little additional time or effort. We analyze a new informational intervention in the urban water sector in India. With insufficient water to meet current needs and inadequate carrying capacity of the water infrastructure, almost all Indian cities provide water intermittently. Households receive water for a few hours a day a few times a week, often at unpredictable times. To reduce the coping costs associated with unpredictable water, NextDrop, a social enterprise, pioneered a text-message-based system whereby households were given real-time information on when (or whether) to expect their water on a given day. NextDrop’s system relied on the cooperation of the city’s water valvemen, or street-level utility workers, who physically turn water valves on and off, releasing water to small clusters of households at a time. In Bangalore, where NextDrop partnered with the water utility, calling the company to report whenever valves were adjusted became an official part of the valvemen’s job description.

Our goal in this article is to explain both modest rates of, as well as variation in, frontline worker compliance with this attempt to make water schedules more transparent to Bangalore’s residents. The article represents a companion to an experimental evaluation of the household-level impacts of NextDrop’s services (Kumar, Post, & Ray, 2016). Impact evaluation research for development interventions has increasingly turned to the rigor of experimental research for a credible answer to the question of what works and what does not work. However, experimental research designs cannot provide insights into why an intervention succeeded or failed. Our impact evaluation identified noncomplying frontline workers as the primary reason for the failure of NextDrop’s system. This article goes beyond evaluation to explain why the frontline workers, Bangalore’s water valvemen, frequently did not comply. It represents one of the first examples of a multimethod study designed explicitly as a companion to a field experiment, rather than as an after-the-fact effort to understand null findings.

Drawing on months of ethnographic fieldwork and analysis of an original data set collected for this project, we find that to understand the overall modest levels of compliance with the system, we must
understand how street-level bureaucrats (SLBs) rank new, relative to existing, responsibilities. We argue that prioritization is often tied to how SLBs perceive their jobs. If the new task, for instance, an information-oriented reform, is seen as peripheral to the core job, it may not get done. Job perceptions on the ground can be “sticky,” especially if these perceptions are reaffirmed through interactions with citizen-clients. In theoretical terms, as we discuss below, this finding affirms the model of the SLB as a “citizen-agent,” as opposed to the “state-agent” figure more common to the principal-agent literature.

We find that to understand variation in compliance rates across neighborhoods, we must consider the individual circumstances of the workers who service them. When financial circumstances and family responsibilities constrain the flexibility and attention that SLBs can devote to their work, new tasks can be the first to go. Yet, informational interventions are often designed precisely as add-on tasks to SLBs’ existing jobs. SLBs are inevitably embedded in particular financial and familial situations, but how these affect their work performance is seldom discussed in the principal-agent and SLB literatures.

In the rest of the article, we review the strands of these literatures that are particularly relevant for our project; we highlight their contributions to understanding organizational, community, and individual-level influences on compliance. We discuss the text-message-based transparency initiative analyzed here, documenting the modest overall levels of compliance we observed among water valve-men as well as significant individual-level variation. We describe our mixed-methods study design, review our findings, and conclude with the implications of our results.

2 | FRONTLINE WORKERS: FROM COMPLIANCE TO UNDERSTANDING

The dominant approaches to studying how frontline workers might react to additional responsibilities are principal-agent theory and SLB theory. Asymmetric information and its implications are central to both these literatures.

The principal-agent literature is mainly concerned with “Weber’s asymmetry” (Miller, 2005), where the principal has the policymaking authority but only the agent has the information needed to implement the policies. The principal therefore has to wrest compliance from frontline workers despite asymmetric information and policy uncertainty. Performance-based incentives or the threat of penalties tend to dominate analyses within this framework (Gailmard & Patty, 2012; Shapiro, 2005). The SLB literature prioritizes the point of view of the agent; Lipsky’s (1980) path-breaking work showed that frontline workers exercise discretion to, in effect, shape policy from the bottom up. Access to street-level information that their superiors do not have enables such “pragmatic improvisation” (Maynard-Moody & Musheno, 2012). Skilled workers such as doctors and veterinarians use their knowledge to navigate between their clients and their superiors (Schott, van Kleef, & Nordegraaf, 2016), but experiential knowledge or métis (cf. Scott, 1996, pp. 74–75), born of long practice, gives even SLBs with little formal education the confidence to go against their principals. These literatures show that the extent to which information asymmetries and credible threats act as countervailing forces can help explain both compliance rates and their variation across neighborhoods and individuals.

We categorize additional explanations of frontline worker behavior into organization-, community-, and individual-level factors. This categorization is implicit in most studies (but see Riksheim & Chermak, 1993), and allows us to systematically investigate factors that may explain modest rates of, as well as variation in, compliance with transparency interventions.

Oberfield (2014) defines organizational influences as coming from “intra-organizational systems, processes, and dynamics” that shape how SLBs act. Feasible levels of monitoring (Banerjee & Duflo, 2006; Miller, 2005); robustness of the accountability mechanisms among principal, agent, and citizen (Caseley, 2003); corruption within the organization (Bussell, 2013); and
organizational “culture” (Crook & Ayee, 2006) all determine the extent and nature of discretion. Monetary incentives matter, but can backfire if they are too large or too small (Kamenica, 2012); nonmonetary incentives, such as uniforms, may work to affirm worker identity qua worker and keep the agent from acting against the principal’s interests (Akerlof & Kranton, 2005). Routines also shape worker behavior, including discretion (Hasenfeld, 2000). These studies indicate that levels of compliance are jointly determined by incentives and habitual behaviors. Organizational factors influence overall levels of compliance within an organization and help explain variation in compliance between organizations.

Community influences stem from the localities in which SLBs work and include neighborhood characteristics and social norms. Norms are particularly well recognized in the literature on police behavior (Epp, Maynard-Moody, & Haider-Markel, 2014; Portillo & Rudes, 2014; Willis & Mastrofski, 2011). SLBs may collectively set norms in the absence of organizational directives (Hupe & Hill, 2007), or the community (i.e., the SLB’s ecosystem) may signal its priorities and send SLBs “clues” about what is or is not important (Kamenica, 2012). SLBs also make judgments about community characteristics and about what is “normal” to each context; at worst, they may provide low-quality work in low-income neighborhoods and internally justify this by labeling the residents as “undeserving” (Hastings, 2009). These arguments suggest that compliance levels may vary with the socioeconomic character of the community served, even for the same frontline worker.

Individual characteristics can explain variations in worker performance on the same job and in the same communities (Oberfield, 2014). The most obvious of these are education and experience (e.g., Moynihan & Pandey, 2007). But social identity such as age, ethnicity, and gender—of the agent and of the principal—significantly determines an SLB’s view of which “rules” must be followed (Akerlof & Kranton, 2005; Portillo, 2012). Dispositional traits such as conscientiousness and open-mindedness (Callen et al., 2015) are predictors of high performance (from the principal’s perspective), while professional traits such as the trained instincts of home nurses or teachers (Harrits & Møller, 2014) may support or go against the principal’s interests. Compliance, in these studies, is explained by a complex combination of personal and contextual factors.

We draw on these studies to outline our predictions regarding when frontline workers will comply with transparency interventions (and possibly other reforms). We expect overall compliance levels to be modest because frontline workers’ perceptions of their core job responsibilities are sticky. These perceptions will partially derive from the organizations where they work and the communities that they serve, and will be reinforced through frequent interactions with those communities. Any new task, unless seen by the agent as a core element of the job, may be neglected. Because many informational interventions are designed as add-on tasks for the frontline worker—for example, sending notifications or showing citizens how to access government data—they will likely take a back seat to core responsibilities if unaccompanied by high-powered incentives or high community demand. Moreover, threats of dismissal if workers do not comply will lack teeth because of information asymmetries; SLBs are integrated into informational interventions precisely because they possess information their organizational superiors do not.

We expect variation in compliance across local contexts to stem from community and individual-level factors. First, as the literature building on Lipsky (1980) suggests, SLBs interact differently with different types of clients, for example, across neighborhoods of different socioeconomic levels or ethnic composition. Consistent with the literature, we expect lower levels of compliance in low-income neighborhoods. Variation in the individual characteristics of SLBs, such as education, disposition, or motivation will also drive variation in compliance; we expect more educated and motivated SLBs to perform better. We suggest that additional individual-level factors will affect workers’ “capacity to cope” (Schott, van Kleef, & Nordegraaf, 2016, p. 603): Financial pressures or family obligations, such as the number of children a worker supports or the flexibility of his or her spouse’s occupation, can distract
SLBs during the workday, particularly when workloads are already heavy. Family and financial responsibilities have been underemphasized relative to other individual characteristics in the SLB literature. Understanding SLB behavior in informational interventions as a combination of how SLBs understand their work and their personal constraints highlights the challenges of incentivizing compliance with such tasks.

3 | COMPLIANCE WITH NEXTDROP’S WATER NOTIFICATION SYSTEM IN BANGALORE

Our article focuses on a cell-phone-based system intended to help households cope with intermittent water supply by providing them with advance notifications of water arrival times. Over 100 million people in South Asia live with intermittent water supplies (Kumpel & Nelson, 2016) with a mean supply duration of 7.2 hr a day (www.ib-net.org). In many cities, water arrives every third or fourth day, for just a few hours at a time. This is because, as cities have expanded, the water supply and/or the piped network has been unable to keep up with demand. Furthermore, water supply timings are unpredictable due to erratic electricity supplies. Unpredictable and intermittent water supply is stressful because many households have to wait for water to arrive and then quickly fill up every available storage container while it is still on. If they miss a supply period, they must turn to more expensive sources such as water vendors. From the utility’s perspective, intermittency also makes it difficult to track and manage the city’s flow of water in real time.

In urban India, intermittent water supplies are allocated via frontline utility workers who manually turn the water valves on and off, controlling water flows into “valve areas” of 20 to 200 households. Without flow sensors installed throughout the water system, the valveman assigned to each valve area is the best informed on when to expect the actual water supply, or whether to expect water that day at all (see also Björkman, 2015). There is always an information gap between the valvemen and the utility, and between the valvemen and residents.

NextDrop, a social enterprise, aimed to close this information gap and provide utilities and city residents with something they have never had previously—real-time digital information on municipal water flows across the city. NextDrop reasoned that households would be better able to cope with intermittent water supply were they to receive advance notification of water arrival times and supply cancellations. To do this, they created digital maps of the valve areas (Figure 1), collected GPS coordinates for households who wanted these notifications, and placed the households within specific valve areas. The valvemen, after every valve adjustment, were asked to report through NextDrop’s interactive voice response system. NextDrop processed this information and sent a text message (or SMS) to residents telling them when their water would arrive (e.g., “Your water will arrive in 30 minutes”), or if it would be delayed or canceled. NextDrop piloted its system in the city of Hubli-Dharwad (population ~1,000,000), adjusted its software, and then rolled out its services in Bangalore (~8.4 million) and Mysore (~900,000).

The research described here focuses on valveman compliance with the NextDrop system in Bangalore. At an average supply duration of 4 hr a day, Bangalore has one of the lowest reported water supply durations among Indian megacities (McKenzie & Ray, 2009). While Bangalore is an economically vibrant city, it has numerous low-income settlements and widely varying qualities of public services. So there was reason to expect the system to be of use to households. Starting in 2013, and with a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board (BWSSB) in place by 2014, NextDrop started signing up residents to receive real-time water supply notifications on their mobile phones. The service was free for households because the utility paid the company directly. Because of the MOU between the company and the utility, sending notifications became part of the valvemen’s official job description.
From the start, the NextDrop staff knew that the valvemen might be reluctant to comply with their notification regime. The entire setup—one in which the BWSSB had administrative authority and the valvemen had knowledge—reflected “Weber’s asymmetry.” During its pilot in the smaller twin cities of Hubli-Dharwad, NextDrop garnered a workable level of cooperation from the valvemen. The company tried various incentives for them: a point-reward system, social incentives such as recognizing the “valveman of the quarter,” and personal assistance such as replacing worn footwear. The company never kept data on incentive-specific performance but believed that the combination of individual and social incentives was effective. Scaling up this highly personalized system to the megacity of Bangalore proved challenging, so NextDrop relied on BWSSB’s hierarchy to encourage valvemen to submit the required data. In effect, the Bangalore rollout substituted the reliance on valvemen’s individual incentives for reliance on the utility’s organizational structure—arguably a more scalable proposition.

Adding NextDrop notifications to the job description proved only partially successful in Bangalore. Valvemen did not submit notifications all the time and rates of compliance varied substantially by valveman. Figure 2 presents data for one of the utility’s subdivisions (to protect valveman anonymity, we call it Subdivision A). It reports the number of notifications sent when opening water valves relative to the number expected based on the utility’s official supply schedule. Each bar represents the ratio of actual to expected reports for an individual valveman. We observe notification ratios between 0.42 and 0.81, or moderate levels of compliance overall. We also observe variation across valvemen within the subdivision and within the same service stations (the different shades represent the five service stations covering Subdivision A). Therefore, even when controlling for organizational factors, the variation in compliance across valvemen is prominent.

4 | STUDY DESIGN AND DATA

Our article adopts a mixed-methods approach to understanding why valvemen complied at only modest levels with the NextDrop intervention, and why rates of compliance varied across neighborhoods. We paired extensive qualitative research on water valvemen with the compilation and analysis of an
original data set on the timing and frequency of valvemen’s notifications, the characteristics of individual valvemen, and the communities they served. We drew on our qualitative data to understand the overall rates of compliance with the intervention, and on our qualitative and quantitative evidence to understand variation in compliance across neighborhoods.

BWSSB has divided Bangalore into 32 subdivisions for administrative purposes. Our article focuses on Subdivision A, where the company felt that it had resilient relationships with the valvemen. Subdivision A is also far enough from where our research team was conducting the impact evaluation of NextDrop’s intervention (Kumar et al., 2016) that the studies could not influence one another.

We measured levels of valveman compliance using NextDrop’s notification data for valve openings (Figure 2; see the Online Appendix, Section A3 for NextDrop’s method of counting notifications and our analysis of its data). To understand why compliance was modest overall, we employed an ethnographic approach; the lead author (with a local translator) conducted open-ended interviews with and extended observations of valvemen, as well as dozens of interviews with utility staff, residents, and NextDrop employees in neighborhoods across Bangalore. This gave us a sense of the physical and institutional structure of the municipal water system in which the valvemen carry out their duties. We selected 9 out of the 17 valvemen within Subdivision A, who varied significantly in terms of compliance, for further analysis. The bulk of our article focuses on these 9—their work histories, their aspirations and frustrations, and their familial and financial circumstances. We took our cue from Maynard-Moody and Musheno’s (2000, 2012) influential work on SLBs, paying close attention to the valvemen’s own narratives about their job. Through these observations and interviews we came to understand the ways in which valvemen saw their job, how NextDrop’s notification system fit into their ecosystem, and the power dynamics between themselves and the utility. We accompanied each of these valveman on his rounds through his assigned valve areas and his meal breaks at home. We took extensive notes and photographs during these sessions.

We complemented our ethnographic research by collecting and analyzing an original data set on valvemen, service station, and valve area characteristics in Subdivision A, mirroring the literature’s focus on individual, organizational, and community factors. For individual-level factors, we collected information from all nine valvemen on their employment status (permanent or contract), the number and gender of their children, their wives’ employment type (coded by the inflexibility associated with the job; housewives were most flexible and babysitters were most inflexible), the vehicle they used for
work, their age, and the number of valves for which they were responsible. Our interviews were semi-structured, with potential independent variables systematically collected for all the valvemen, but with enough flexibility to let them discuss their work, lives, and constraints on their own terms (see Online Appendix, Section A1).

For community-level factors, we visited every valve area \( (N = 233) \) served by the nine valvemen to code the socioeconomic status (SES) of the neighborhood, water infrastructure, and street activity: the community-level factors that could influence levels of, and variation in, valveman compliance (see Online Appendix, Section A2). We categorized the valve areas as (primarily) low, medium, high, or mixed SES (Online Appendix, Section A2 and Figure A4 for details). A “low-SES” area had a high level of domestic activity on the streets (cooking or washing clothes and dishes), narrow roadways, high noise levels, and few trees. A “high-SES” area had little noise, high tree coverage, well-maintained homes, and no visible domestic activity. In addition, we counted (noncommercial) cars per five households, number of overhead water tanks, and visible residents on the main street of the valve area, usually around mid-day on a weekday. More cars indicated higher SES, more overhead tanks implied less work for the valvemen, while more residents could potentially distract them.

We used these quantitative data to analyze whether factors that appeared important in our observations and interviews also explained variation in compliance across valve areas. We first carried out a principal components analysis to determine the extent to which our (potential) explanatory variables were correlated with one another (Vyas & Kumaranayake, 2006; see Online Appendix, Table A5). We then ran linear regressions to see which independent variables were associated with valveman compliance within each valve area. These simple regressions allowed us to establish whether or not individual-level characteristics that seemed to influence compliance from our ethnographic research appeared to hold once we controlled for the valve area context.

5 | EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

In this section, we review our ethnographic evidence from Subdivision A to understand why overall rates of compliance with NextDrop’s system were modest. We then turn to our qualitative and quantitative findings to explain variation in these rates across the valve areas.

5.1 | Explaining modest compliance levels

Our research found empirical support for three main explanations of the modest rates of overall compliance. First, valvemen perceived their jobs principally as responding directly to “the public”—rather than to the utility’s hierarchy—and the public pressed them to perform long-standing water management tasks rather than send NextDrop notifications. Second, valvemen already felt overworked and viewed the NextDrop notification task as an additional, noncore responsibility. Third, valvemen had privileged knowledge of the water infrastructure and therefore did not take seriously the threat of dismissal for not submitting notifications.

5.1.1 | Valvemen’s perceptions of their job: “I work with the public”

Our interactions with the valvemen made it clear that they placed more emphasis on responding to pressure from the public than on their formal job description. BWSSB defined their jobs as opening and closing water valves at particular times and fielding residents’ complaints. Although valvemen agreed that their job was to adjust water valves, their overriding description was: “My main work is working with the public.” This sentiment was a recurrent theme. In explaining why his work was good, one valveman asserted: “I have shown what kind of work I do, how I work with the public.” Another claimed: “When I work I forget about my family and friends. These people are my family and
friends.” This attitude closely reflects a “citizen-agent” meta-identity (Maynard-Moody & Musheno, 2000), where frontline workers, while acknowledging the state, perceive themselves as actually working for citizens.

What, then, do valvemen claim they do for the public? “From morning I wake up, I do the work and I take care of complaints.” A good valveman is “someone who attends to the problems and stays up day and night until the problems are solved.” A bad valveman is someone about whom the public could complain: “He leaves the valves on whenever he wants. He’s not punctual.” If “the public” complained to the councillor (the elected ward representative), especially at election time: “the councillor complains to the valveman’s superiors. His superiors ask him, ‘Well? Are you fooling around and wasting time?’”

Consideration of (and pressure from) citizen-clients was particularly evident when valvemen talked about why they, at times, gave their clients extra water. Residents regularly negotiated with the valvemen for water or for repairs to leaky pipes through phone calls and appeals to common decency. If for some reason there is no water supply at the scheduled time, the practice at BWSSB is for valvemen to skip that turn and not hold up the supply for the valve areas that follow. However, valvemen do not always heed this rule: “If I’m supposed to give them an hour of water, and due to power cuts they only get a half hour, then I will give them another half hour.” One valveman said succinctly: “I sympathize with these people.” We regularly observed this sympathy in practice while following the valvemen on their weekly routes, and we never observed members of the public mention NextDrop. A valveman taking his cue from his clients would not have prioritized NextDrop’s notifications.

5.1.2 Valvemen’s perceptions of NextDrop’s system: “It’s just an additional job”
Our field observations also clarified the extent to which valvemen juggled multiple job responsibilities, which made a seemingly simple new task feel onerous. While some valvemen claimed that sending notifications had gradually become standard practice, others expressed annoyance: It is “not helpful for valvemen”; “It’s just an additional job”; It “hampers my work.” One valveman said that if NextDrop wanted him to make notification calls, then it should be there when the valves broke in the middle of the night. These attitudes prevailed even in the service stations where NextDrop had the most established relationships with the valvemen.

These reactions must be understood in light of the many and varied tasks that make up the valvemen’s formal and informal roles. Valvemen convey information between the utility and residents; they negotiate with supervisors, residents, and even state politicians regarding water timing and system repairs. Some of these negotiations are clearly a form of rent seeking, but some are necessary for providing water services (“They need at least two buckets of drinking water; it’s just a matter of 10 more minutes”). We were told that the valvemen, who know the water system best, are often called in to perform repairs, even at night, although this is not part of their official job description. In addition, contracted valvemen who are not permanent employees regularly moonlight for odd jobs, such as plumbing work at residential complexes. NextDrop’s requirements fell to the bottom of this long list of competing demands.

5.1.3 Valvemen’s perceptions of threats and incentives: “I don’t worry about being fired”
Significant information asymmetries meant that both NextDrop and the utility had difficulty monitoring valveman compliance with the NextDrop system, and that threats of dismissal lacked credibility. NextDrop delivered reports to service station managers each week informing them of the valvemen’s notification ratios, but had more trouble monitoring notification accuracy. Valvemen had the freedom to submit inaccurate information: In following valvemen for hours at a time, we rarely observed them sending notifications to NextDrop, even after adjusting dozens of valves. Sometimes they sent off a series of notifications during tea breaks. Valvemen should have sent messages soon after they had physically adjusted the valves so that the company could send accurate announcements to its clients.
Although most valvemen are contracted out through a private company, they understood their ultimate principal to be the BWSSB. As a result of the MOU between the BWSSB and the company, they readily related NextDrop’s authority with that of their supervisors. When asked why they complied with the NextDrop system, valvemen would usually say that they did not want to get fired. However, information asymmetries meant that the threat of removal was not completely credible. Valvemen know the location of every pipe and water valve, which the utility does not, because the system maps are incomplete. They know how many rotations particular valves require (see Björkman, 2015), how each valve is threaded, and where to check for adequate flow. Valve-specific information is passed on between valvemen without the mediation of a supervisor. With frequent desk-staff changes at BWSSB service stations, such institutional memory is held only by the valvemen. At one station, one of the two valvemen talked back to his supervisors and even to NextDrop’s employees. “I don’t worry about being fired,” he said; he would be difficult to replace because he holds so much tacit information about the water system. A service station employee agreed: “The office needs him.”

Meanwhile, few valvemen considered NextDrop’s sporadic incentive schemes, such as mobile phones for the best valvemen, or a “bonus” of free talk time, as motivating. Some were incredulous at NextDrop’s ranking of “best” performance. Others considered the rewards to be paltry, even insulting. Several valvemen said that relational connections with NextDrop were more important than monetary compensation. Contract valvemen wanted NextDrop to treat them more like their government-employed permanent counterparts. They wanted uniforms like the khaki-colored ones that permanent workers wore. Or they wanted NextDrop to provide employee-type identification cards; contracted valvemen had no IDs. Ambiguity with respect to their social category was one of the valvemen’s main work-related struggles, with identity-affirming incentives having high symbolic value.

In sum, our research showed that valvemen’s perceptions of their roles were sticky and not easily amenable to redefinition. Valvemen saw their roles in terms of their relationship with the public, and the public was not clamoring for notifications. NextDrop notifications were just an additional responsibility; they viewed as more fundamental the tasks of operating the creaky water system and responding to the needs of (often) poor residents. Moreover, the main incentive the utility and NextDrop possessed to promote compliance—the threat of dismissal—was not effective; information asymmetries protected the valvemen.

5.2 | Explaining variation in compliance

We observed significant variation in compliance across valvemen and valve areas. We draw on two types of data to understand this variation. Our qualitative observations and interviews suggested that characteristics of the neighborhoods where valvemen worked, as well as individual valvemen’s family circumstances, helped explain this variation. Our quantitative analysis suggests that rates of compliance were lower in areas serviced by valvemen Shouldering greater financial and familial burdens.

5.2.1 | Results of qualitative analysis: Community and individual influences

Our rounds with the valvemen showed that community-level factors influenced both the time and inclination that valvemen had to send NextDrop notifications. Low-income areas proved more difficult to work in because of poor infrastructure and more frequent interactions with citizens, as we might expect based on the Indian politics literature. Narrow and unpaved roads were hard to navigate. Chickens and dogs had to be avoided. Residents milled around and confronted the valvemen with water-related complaints. Valvemen sometimes had to enter residents’ homes to see if the water was actually flowing through their taps. In the midst of all this activity they constantly took phone calls—from the residents, the engineers, the BWSSB staff. When, the valvemen asked, were they going to send off NextDrop’s notifications?

While valvemen also checked water pressure in middle-class areas, they could spot check underground tanks and faucets without encountering residents. But clients in poorer areas depended on face-to-face encounters to know when their water would turn on and to negotiate water supply amounts and
timings. One of the valvemen attests to this: “The higher class people call our superiors and the superiors tell the valvemen the problem. The lower class people come to me directly, and I have to explain to them directly. . . . I lose a lot of time talking to people.” These observations suggest that valvemen who serviced predominantly low-income neighborhoods would have sent supply notifications less regularly; they are consistent with the data on compliance rates for individual valvemen (shown in the Online Appendix, Figure A4).

Accompanying valvemen on their rounds and discussing their workdays also revealed many individual-level factors affecting compliance. In brief, valvemen under the double pressure of financial need and family duties sent notifications less regularly. Less compliant valvemen had more children at home, and in particular more daughters. More children indicate increased financial need, and for many Indian families, having a daughter means that the family must save for (future) dowry expenses. Every nonpermanent valveman with three or more young children sought outside jobs, generally plumbing or driving, which could force him to deviate from his valve adjustment schedules (and concomitant notifications). A low-scoring valveman with three daughters was matter of fact about it: “We ask our relatives for help—if you help us now, we’ll help you when your daughters get married.” We also observed that less compliant valvemen had wives in low-wage, low-flexibility jobs, such as dishwashing or babysitting in other people’s homes. This indicates a valveman’s need for additional income and also time constraints on his wife; domestic service, especially babysitting, demands long hours away from home. The valveman is then left with more family-related responsibilities, especially if there is a sick child or minor emergency at home. On several occasions, we observed valvemen picking up sick children from school, or going home to take the laundry off the clothesline before the rains came, right in the middle of the workday. Contract workers faced particular difficulties with these sorts of burdens because their salaries were almost 40% lower than permanent workers’ salaries. For a moonlighting valveman with three children but no spouse at home, NextDrop’s notifications were not a priority.

### 5.2.2 Results of quantitative analysis: Individual-level factors

To complement our qualitative research, we created a data set including a range of individual and valve area characteristics (described above). We conducted a preliminary covariate analysis with PCA (see Online Appendix, Table A5) and then ran linear regressions of the dependent variable (actual/expected notification ratio for each valve area) against the community and valveman characteristics that we observed to be associated with compliance in our qualitative research.

We regressed valve area compliance rates against each individual-level independent variable, controlling for the SES of the valve area (233), with the standard errors clustered by the nine valvemen (Table 1). We then ran two separate omnibus models, with the number of children and number of daughters, respectively. The regressions suggest that the number of children, and in particular girl children, is strongly associated with noncompliance. One additional child is associated with a 7% decrease in compliance, while an additional girl is associated with an 11% decrease (Table 1, Models 1 and 2). These individual-level characteristics are statistically significant despite the small number of cases. Having a wife working in an inflexible occupation is also associated with lower rates of compliance in some specifications. Coefficients for valveman characteristics are comparable if we substitute alternative measures of valve area SES, such as the number of cars per five households for the general class score.

Our data analysis highlights the importance of specific family and financial constraints that have received little attention in the SLB or principal-agent literatures thus far, but that may be quite common in rapidly growing cities that are under economic pressure to outsource their street-level workers. Given the limited number of valvemen we could shadow and our reliance on observational data,
however, we do not claim causality; rather, these associations suggest hypotheses worthy of further exploration.

6 | DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Informational interventions intended to improve the quality of public services have been promoted for both efficiency and transparency. Such “transparency fixes” to long-standing service problems often depend on the cooperation of public sector workers who ultimately produce or disseminate information for citizens. This article analyzed a text-message-based intervention in the urban water sector, through which the utility’s customers could get advance notifications of when their water supply would be turned on. This was meant to reduce the cost of waiting and stress that intermittent and unpredictable water supplies typically entail. The entire intervention hinged on the cooperation (“compliance”) of the valvemen, the frontline workers of the urban water system.

We draw on months of ethnographic fieldwork and analysis of a new data set compiled for this project to understand the overall modest levels of compliance with the system, as well as variation in compliance across neighborhoods. We find that how SLBs rank new “add-on” tasks relative to existing responsibilities may be critical to the success of informational interventions. Prioritization is tied to how frontline workers see their job. We find that Bangalore’s valvemen perceive themselves as serving “the public” (“I sympathize with these people”), even though they are fully aware of the power of their employers, the water utility. Their knowledge of the systems they maintain serves as a countervailing power; they know that even if they deviate from their narrow job descriptions they cannot be easily replaced (“The office needs him”). Similarly, while NextDrop viewed compliance with rules and targets as an important facet of their jobs, the valvemen themselves took their cues from the citizens, none of whom pressed them for NextDrop’s notifications (“It hampers my work”). Our ethnographic data suggested that the citizen-agent over state-agent role was most pronounced when valvemen worked in densely populated lower SES communities (“I lose a lot of time talking to people”). Valvemen appear to internalize such communities as more needy of extra services and more likely to complain directly to them, which in turn makes it more time consuming to serve them.

Because valvemen serve at the frontline of the water system, they are besieged by instructions at every turn, from citizens, engineers, councillors, and members of the legislature. These stakeholders could be seen as contributing to a “multiple-principal” problem (Shapiro, 2005), but the valvemen’s overall reaction was one of “coping toward clients” (Tummers et al., 2015). This complicates the conventional incentive design/information asymmetry narrative that still underlies much principal-agent theory and organizational practice. It supports a “citizen-agent” narrative for frontline workers (Maynard-Moody & Musheno, 2000, 2012) that could well lead to low performance measures from the principal’s point of view.

There is no inherent contradiction between this finding and the literature on rent-seeking behavior. SLBs have often resisted reforms aimed at streamlining and disseminating information to the public for government-provided services. The literature on petty corruption has argued that such resistance stems from the potential loss of rent-seeking opportunities (because customers can directly access information, bypassing the SLB), or the threat of job losses. Rent seeking undoubtedly occurs in Subdivision A, but the valvemen that we observed did not seem to fear that NextDrop’s system would reduce their rent-seeking opportunities. The giving and taking of small amounts of money to keep a valve open longer, or to enter a house to examine the plumbing, would have little impact on a valvemen’s incentive or ability to notify NextDrop. Pipe leaks or temporary power outages could easily explain any deviations from the scheduled openings and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of girls</td>
<td>−0.11**</td>
<td>(0.02)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.13**</td>
<td>(0.05)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children total</td>
<td>−0.07**</td>
<td>(0.01)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.14*</td>
<td>(0.06)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife’s employment</td>
<td>−0.05†</td>
<td>(0.03)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.11 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06 (0.03)†</td>
<td>0.08 (0.02)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.00)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of valves</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Valve area characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-class valve areas</td>
<td>0.02 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.02 (0.07)</td>
<td>−0.02 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continues)
**Table 1** (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Valvemen compliance per valve area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M1: Girls</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-class valve areas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed-class valve areas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple $r^2$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted $r^2$</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Results of linear regressions with standard errors clustered by nine valvemen. Results that are significant here remain significant when clustered standard errors are omitted.

| | †p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01. | | | | | | | | |

Given how valvemen understood their core jobs, who they understood to be their main clients, no public pressure to submit notifications, and the utility’s limited ability to offer credible threats, Next-Drop’s notification system fell to the bottom of the priority list. Our analysis of variation in compliance suggests that this was particularly the case for those with significant family responsibilities. Variation in the number of dependent children and in the nature of their wives’ outside employment was associated with variation in compliance. More children and less help at home led to more moonlighting for side jobs and more domestic responsibilities competing with formal responsibilities. Our work points to the usefulness of looking not only at individual characteristics, as the SLB literature has done, but also to workers’ family and financial constraints. Our observations also revealed associations between the SES of citizens, the interactions between anxious citizens and their valvemen, and the modest compliance of the valvemen by the phone-based metric that tracked them. Circumstantial heterogeneity made for heterogeneous compliance among Bangalore’s water valvemen.

Our article has three limitations that must moderate our conclusions. First, all observation-based work suffers from the Hawthorne effect: in our case, the possibility that valvemen will not speak rudely to their clients or accept bribes in the presence of an outsider. However, given the convergence of our ethnographic observations and our regression results, we are confident that the effect was small. Second, our sample size of nine is small and purposive, so we cannot argue that our observations in Subdivision A can be generalized to all of Bangalore. Third, we could not compare the impacts of the other individual-level factors, such as cognitive abilities or attitudes, which have featured prominently in the SLB literature, to the family and financial factors we investigated. Rather, we argue that the individual-level drivers of action (or inaction) that we highlight are worth investigating in Bangalore and beyond, as they may help to make sense of observed variations in frontline worker performance in other cities and for other public services.

7 | CONCLUSION

Since Lipsky’s (1980) groundbreaking work, SLB studies have revealed many community- and individual-level factors that shape frontline worker behavior. We add two specific insights to this literature. First, our valveman case highlights the difficulty of an added informational task becoming part of the routine, because of the stickiness of workers’ perceptions of their own jobs. Many transparency-oriented interventions are add-ons to established routines. Worker perceptions will be even stickier when they are reinforced by the communities in which the workers are embedded; in effect, the job is coproduced by the SLB and the citizen-clients rather than just by the SLB and his superiors. Informational tasks may be especially vulnerable to worker noncompliance in such contexts, especially when clients do not affirm the importance of submitting information. This suggests that those designing transparency initiatives implemented by frontline workers should ensure that information collection directly (and visibly) benefits workers themselves, or their clients. Moreover, threats to punish workers for not submitting information may not be credible, because information asymmetries can provide even relatively uneducated SLBs with significant leverage. More broadly, our findings suggest that all studies of transparency interventions should pay attention to how frontline worker compliance was obtained (Kumar et al., 2016).

Second, we highlight the importance of financial and family burdens as constraining the capacities of frontline workers. These life burdens can take frontline workers away from their jobs, physically and mentally, and have been underemphasized in the SLB literature. Our analysis shows that individuals in highly varying personal circumstances will “comply” to highly varying degrees, and this is a
genuine challenge for incentive design. Our analysis also offers a counter to the popular imagination, at least in India, in which frontline workers are thought of (if at all) as people who will only work if given a “tip.” As our valvemen lamented: “The public wants their work to be done, but nobody knows our problems.” This suggests that positive incentive schemes—particularly if they are large enough to substantially reduce workers’ financial burdens—may improve compliance rates among those facing challenging family circumstances.

More broadly, our article suggests that scholarship on local public goods provision should pay greater attention to SLBs. Frontline workers are ubiquitous in the water, electricity, telecommunications, medical, and transportation sectors, especially in the Global South, where systems are less automated. Future work on understanding and incentivizing these workers should pay particular attention to how they, rather than just the public agencies, see their jobs. It should pay attention to their family and financial circumstances, as these may play a significant role in their job performance. This would be important for all research on public goods provision, well beyond informational interventions or water. In agreement with several scholars on whose work we draw, we recommend moving beyond a compliance framework to an understanding framework in all such studies. Frontline workers should no longer be analyzed as complying with or deviating from a “system” that they should service. Rather, they should be analyzed as integral components of (in our case) the urban water system, which, in addition to having disposition and agency, also have their cracks and their fissures.
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NOTES

1 See also Ananthpur, Malik, and Rao (2014) for an impact evaluation involving a substantial parallel, ethnographic component. See Dunning (2008) and Kapizewski, MacLean, and Read (2015) on how qualitative methods can inform field experimental design and explanations of why interventions have the effects that they do.

2 On variation among low-income settlements in Bangalore, see Krishna, Sriram, and Prakash (2014).

3 Because there were many fewer valve closed and supply canceled notifications, and the valve opening time information was most useful for NextDrop’s notification system, we focused our analysis on the valve opening notifications.

4 Service stations are water utility offices run by engineers overseeing 2–10 valvemen. There are 97 service stations across Bangalore.

5 The compliance ratios for our case study valvemen ranged from 0.45 to 0.81, covering the full range of compliance observed in Subdivision A.

6 Sessions with the valvemen were not tape recorded, so as to ensure anonymity and not put our subjects at risk. See Online Appendix, Section A1 for further detail.
What these workers wanted most of all was to be made permanent, with the almost 40% higher salaries and the pensions that accompanied permanent status. Some held out hope that this would happen one day, though others were more resigned.

Scholars contend that the urban poor must pressure politicians and government officials to obtain services, whereas the middle class have privileged access to the state via associations and other channels (for reviews, see Ghertner, 2001; Harriss, 2005).

See, for instance, the Indian website http://www.ipaidabribe.com
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